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About This Game
Stop! You haven't captured the train yet? Didn't build a base and haven't mastered the planet? I won't jump from a springboard
to take the flag! I'll be waiting for you!
Different types of vehicles:
- Buggy
- Tanks (NEW!)
- Hover (in development)
- Terrain Vehicles (in development)
- Spaceship (in development)
- Mega-robots (in development)
Different modes:
- Building base
- Capture a train
- Capture the flag
- Deathmatch
- Hover-racing with shooting (in development)
- Capture the points (in development)
- Capture the fort (in development)
- Mega-robot vs All (in development)
- Clan wars (in development)
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- Tournaments (under development)
- Co-op mode (in development)
Modular editor vehicle:
- Primary weapon (blaster / gun, etc.)
- Secondary Weapon (shocker, energy shield, etc)
- Armor Plates
- Protection of the wheels
- Spoilers
- Colors
- Trails
- Wheels (in development)
- Camouflage (in development)
- Flags (in development)
- Toot (in development)
- Engine sound (in development)
Building base:
- The main building, which generates income
- Other 10 buildings (in development)
- Ability to build springboards (in development)
- Teleports (in development)
- Clan Base (in development)
Communication:
- Chat
- Invitation to battle(NEW!)
- Clans (in development)
- Friends (in development)
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Title: Impulse of War
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dmitry Medvedev
Publisher:
Dmitry Medvedev
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 - 32/64 bits
Processor: Intel Dual Core or equivalent AMD family
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible GPU
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible
Additional Notes: MacOS, Linux - coming soon

English,Russian
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Extremely oldschool and yet still very much fun today. Aged surprisingly well for a FMV adventure due to the comic theme.. I
really like this game so far.
If you are looking for a simple , enjoyable little ship builder with nice top down no rush combat this is for you.
Good graphics and what you would like to see from a game like this.
I only hate having to deal with W,A,S,D, character and ship movement. A mouse pointer would be nicer for movement, but it is
alpha build so who knows what the end will be.
Looking forward to this games future.. Precipice of Darkness, Episode Two is quite enjoyable and helps pass the time.. It took
me a while to get around to playing this game, and strangely enough, I ended up playing it tonight on it's two year anniversary.
It's charming graphics and cute story were a bit of a throwback to 2D exploration games of my younger years. The soundtrack,
while minimal, has a bit of depth, changing up as you explore. Moving about may feel tedious at times, but it's done in a way
feels just a little different. If you have 90 minutes to kill, I'd suggest picking this game up, especially for the price point. It's
nothing overly complicated, but it's clearly a passion project, and the love put into this game really shows.. A lovely little series
of games. Some of the puzzles are a bit too fetch-quest and backtracky for me, but the story is well worth walkthroughing past
for.. Just started playing the game and I'm amazed already. The music is great, the art's incredible and the gameplay is super fun.
Congrats to the developers for this great game!
I do have one request, I would love to play this on my phone. Are you planning to realease Boros on iOS?
. I have had many hours of fun with the game. I ran into trouble when I started using the global inventory system; I don't think I
understand how it works, and I can't figure it out. The steam forum seems kind of dead, so it is difficult to get questions
answered. I don't see any other forums or wikis out there.
So, yea, if you want to spent ten bucks and have several hours of fun, I recommend the game. And maybe you can figure out the
global inventory system!
Edit: I resolved my issues with the global inventory system. Definitely get this game!. GT-R
enough said. It is like PS Home! Keep updating with more stuff and it will be more like it! THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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its really fun but the time limit is bad and why do you restart thats dume i magine getting to the top and you run out of time.
Let's start with the pros. It has an engaging story and a likable cast of characters. There some good puzzles to solve, I used a
notebook to figure out some difficult ones. Now for the cons. It is too short and without spoiling too much, it ends with
unanswered questions. Another one of my grievances is that the screen resolution is fixed at the highest setting when you boot
up the game, despite having the option to decide it before it does. I learned that when I got stumped on a puzzle so I looked up a
guide and it turns out the high screen resolution obscured an important part to solve it. Regardless I'd give it a 3 out of 5.. Where
is normalMaps?
Why anti-aliasing not work?
Why textures so low resolution?
Why LOD-s changing in the face of me?
Do developers know about graphics? Or only water physics simulation?
Do developers know about more poly for colliders? Why my bottle wont rolls on floor?
Can any tell me - why this game develope around furniture? Only that riddles can be?
Its so bad game.
Game could be better than other small VR games, but no.. TL;DR Wait for a steam sale.
While is looks like a charming game with clean visuals but the gameplay could have used more substance. Classes seemed to
revolve around very linear combat paths which can make you lose interest after extended gameplay. Even when playing with two
players the smaller rooms could get cluttered with graphics and monsters making a mess of your screen.
For a game that seems to be designed for a multiplayer experience I would expect a bundle price but 15 dollars per copy is way
too expensive for the 10 hour story line and questionable replayability. Playing with a friend I found that there were many
glitches from spawning at different points from each other when entering new rooms or having the camera lock onto your ally
even after respawning. Seemed like it had potential but too expensive for its price.
. Fun game, ran around looting and stabbing everything i could see , met another player we lul'ed and found 3 dungeons got
geared then i found a horse! i was camping to get my health back when a max level player invaded me One shot me and stole my
trash lewt. 10/10. gg, 99 cents, card drops and bg's and emojis, AM IN! game alirght btw, like mario. It'd be a great game if it
weren't for the infinite loop during the prologue, meaning you can't continue on with the story. Thus your most likely going to
have to wait until IFFY fixes it with a new patch that comes out. But overall a bad game since i couldn't play it on steam,
however did play it on Vita and I really much liked it. The Moe was really Intense for me! It's a shame that the Second series for
this game won't come out to NA, was hoping for it too. But you never know maybe in the near future if this game can hit sales
in steam maybe.
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